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Dear Yukon Tourism Industry Friends,   

Tourism Yukon is pleased to provide updated market reports for each of its markets (Americas: 
Canada, USA, Mexico / Europe: German-Speaking Europe, United Kingdom, Benelux, France / 
Asia Pacific: Japan, Australia, China) current to April 20, 2022.  

While there is still great uncertainty around the COVID-19 pandemic, we are nonetheless 
anticipating a significant return to normalized leisure travel in 2022/2023.    

As you read through the enclosed market updates, you’ll notice several significant emerging 
trends in 2022/2023 such as an increased interest among Canadians to travel domestically, 
rejuvenation through travel, edventure travel, increased interest in visiting national parks, a 
continually growing interest in viewing northern lights in the US and Mexico, sustainable 
tourism, and booking conditions flexibility.  It will be important for tourism businesses around 
the world, and those here in the Yukon, to consider these trends as they prepare for the re-
emergence of travel in the coming months.  

There is also cause for considerable optimism for Yukon tourism businesses as many of these 
new trends point to experiences that are already on offer in the Yukon, or that can easily be 
incorporated into existing travel programs. The Yukon’s amazing wilderness and low population 
density mean the territory will be in high demand as travel resumes.   

Happy reading, and as always, the Tourism Yukon team is standing by and ready to help with 
any questions you might have.  

Yours in tourism, 

Robin Anderson 
Global Marketing Manager 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Tourism Yukon’s International Team 

Maurine Forlin - Market Development Manager - Europe/UK 

Yas Yamamoto - Market Development Manager - Asia Pacific 

Vacant - Marketing Specialist - Americas, Developing Markets, RTOs  
(Note: Robin Anderson, Global Marketing Manager is your Tourism Yukon contact for the 
Americas while the position in staffed following Stephen Reynold’s retirement.)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Canada 

Economic and political status 

The Bank of Canada forecasts GDP growth of around 4% in 2022 and 3.5% in 2023. While 
supply chain issues are pushing up the price of goods, that should abate over the course of the 
year. Inflation is expected to be 3% by the end of the year, gradually returning to the target of 
2% in 2023. Interest rate rises are anticipated in response to rising inflation. The unemployment 
rate dropped to 5.5% in February 2022, lower than in February 2020 (5.7%) and similar to the 
record low (5.4%) observed in May 2019. 

General travel sentiment and outbound travel 

As international borders reopen and testing requirements are lifted, Canadians will be looking to 
take advantage of savings they accumulated during the pandemic. 

With increased barriers to international travel, domestic travel is expected to be strong among 
all generations and demographics. Destination Canada expects the next couple of years will see 
more local and domestic tourism principally focused on leisure travellers. 

A recent survey by Expedia reports that 61% of Canadians plan to take a “no regrets” trip when 
they resume travel, with many interested in international destinations like Maui, Rome and Bali. 
41% plan to travel for contentment and mental wellbeing, while 36% are seeking excitement 
and exhilaration from their next trip. More than a third (36%) are willing to treat themselves, 
which may include a first-class flight, 5-star hotel, dining at a Michelin star restaurant or the 
ultimate shopping spree. 

Canadians surveyed say they are most looking forward to the chance to relax and do nothing 
(38%), with 29% aiming to spend more time in their destination so they can experience all it has 
to offer. In general, travel in 2022 will be about quality, not quantity. 

Adventure operator G Adventures’ most recent panel research showed that 28% of respondents 
plan to place more focus on travelling responsibly in 2022. They’re looking for adventures that 
support community tourism with 67% saying that the most important factor is that their money 
benefits local people. This was well ahead of other concerns such as minimising their carbon 
footprint or reducing plastic consumption. 

“Workations” are increasing in popularity with 30% planning to combine work with travel. On 
the flip side, 55% want to take time out from their devices and social media on future trips. 



“Staycations” are over – with travellers wanting to go further afield. Only 15% said they would 
prefer to stay closer to home, with 32% saying they were less likely to take a staycation in 2022. 

Physical activity is important with 72% saying they want to be active on their next holiday and 
94% say travel is important to their wellbeing and mental health. Finally, “revenge travel” is out 
and reconnection travel is in. 

Travel trade and airline update 

Air North’s new Toronto service will put the Yukon on the map in the lucrative southern Ontario 
market and will open up new opportunities for travelers wishing to visit the Yukon on the 
Eastern seaboard, Europe and even Asia. 

Air Canada is recovering and are expanding their network both domestically and internationally 
in response to pent-up demand. New domestic routes include Montreal-Gander, Calgary-Fort St 
John, Vancouver-Halifax and summer services from Vancouver and Calgary to Quebec City. 

Air Canada’s fourth quarter 2021 revenue was 30% higher than third quarter and over three 
times the same period in 2020. 

A new ultra-low cost airline, Lynx, will be launching services in early April with flights between 
their base in Calgary to five Canadian destinations. This will increase to 76 weekly flights by 
May, 2022. 

A restricted cruise industry in Canada is reopening in 2022 with all passengers requiring proof 
of vaccination to set sail, visit or disembark at a Canadian port of call. This includes cruises that 
originate outside of Canada. 

Limitations on the availability of both air and ground transportation will pose barriers to 
travellers. The reduced frequency on routes within Canada (and globally) will have prolonged 
impacts on the industry overall. Changes by airlines due to changing demand, labour shortages 
and delayed aircraft orders is expected to have an impact for the next several years. 

Increasing consumer demand, coupled with reduced supply and capacity, is fueling rising travel 
costs. Domestic fares are quickly reaching or surpassing 2019 levels, while accommodation 
prices in some in-demand Canadian destinations are also at, or higher than, 2019 levels. 

Travel recovery trends that are relevant to our destination 



According to Destination Canada research, Canadians are redirecting some of their outbound 
travel resources (time and money) toward domestic travel. This trend is expected to continue at 
a diminishing rate into 2023 as Canadians gradually increase outbound travels. 

Initially, domestic travel – both short and long-haul domestic - will be driven by people 
reconnecting with family and friends. Although there is a pent-up demand for travel, a 
significant portion of the population is not yet comfortable with going too far from home. This 
will create opportunities for drive destinations in a regional, provincial, territorial or national 
context. 

Expedia’s most recent survey revealed that 20% of Canadian travellers are keen to step outside 
their comfort zone and immerse themselves in a destination and culture, as well as have 
experiences entirely different from their day-to-day (25%). 

There is a renewed interest in learning and experiencing the world, from experimenting with 
local delicacies (36%), trying new foods (37%), seeking off-the-beaten track experiences and 
destinations (25%) or attending a local music event (12%). This also aligns with some findings 
from Tourism Yukon’s brand tracking research. 

Trips that combine both educational opportunities and adventure travel – “edventure” – are on 
the rise. This could be something like a bird-watching trip or using a vacation to learn about 
Indigenous art. 

Growing bodies of research predict that travellers will choose to lighten their travel footprint, 
engage with local cultures, reduce carbon emissions and enable environmental conservation. 

Canadian travellers are increasingly interested in Indigenous experiences. 

Another trend that has been accelerated by the pandemic is that of wellbeing and personal 
enrichment through travel. People want to escape, rejuvenate and enjoy nature-based wellness. 

National parks and nature-based destinations have seen growing interest even during 
traditional off-seasons, reflecting the desire for the freedom of wild and wide-open spaces. 

Affluent travellers are looking to spend money on leisure travel. The development of unique, 
high-quality tourism attractions is needed to meet the demands of these high-value travellers. 

Destination Canada estimates the market of Canadian High Value Travellers (HVTs) at 6.73 
million. Their top motivators to travel in Canada are safety and outdoor experiences, while the 
top barriers are health risks and cost. When on holiday, the top activities of interest are trying 
local cuisine and nature based activities. When considering out-of-province travel they seek a 



place that inspires, followed by multi-destination touring. 44% would be likely to use a travel 
agent to help research an out-of-province Canadian trip.  

 
Sources:  
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/220311/dq220311a-eng.htm 
https://www.expedia.ca/travelblog/expedia-biggest-travel-trends-2022/ 
https://www.travelweek.ca/news/these-are-the-top-10-travel-trends-for-2022-says-g-adventures/ 
https://www.travelpress.com/air-canada-connects-the-west-with-quebec-city/ 
https://www.travelpress.com/air-canada-ready-for-summer-2022/ 
https://www.travelpress.com/unmistakable-signs-of-revival/ 
https://www.travelpress.com/exclusive-time-is-right-for-lynx-air/ 
https://www.cruisecritic.com/news/6787/ 
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/life/travel/article-six-trends-that-will-define-travel-in-2022/ 
Destination Canada Big Shift Report November, 2021 
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https://www.theglobeandmail.com/life/travel/article-six-trends-that-will-define-travel-in-2022/


USA 

Economic and political status 

In 2021, the US experienced its fastest rate of growth since 1984, however this is not expected 
to continue in 2022. GDP growth in 2022 is expected to be around 4% with further drops in 
2023 and 2024. The Federal Reserve estimates an unemployment rate of 3.5% for 2022. 

With the highest inflation in four decades – currently around 7% - interest rate hikes are likely to 
come soon. The supply-chain crisis, while improving, is still impacting the economy, with delay 
times and shipping prices far worse than they were before the pandemic. The conflict in Ukraine 
is also expected to weigh on both inflation and supply chain issues with oil prices already 
spiking.  

General travel sentiment and outbound travel 

According to the most recent Longwoods International research, 87% of Americans are planning 
to travel in the next six months. They are planning for both domestic and international travel as 
new COVID cases decline. Half of American travellers plan to travel internationally in the next 
two years, with one quarter planning a trip to Canada. 

The survey also found that 70% of travellers feel comfortable travelling outside their 
communities, with most choosing to support small, local businesses on their travels. Americans 
are ready to move on from the pandemic and get back out on the road and in the air. 

According to GlobalData, US travellers are the most valuable in the world, with average 
overseas tourism expenditure per person reaching $3,580 in 2021. The willingness of American 
travellers to dedicate significant amounts of disposable income to international trips could drive 
the recovery of many destinations globally. Outbound tourist spending is forecast to increase by 
22% between 2021 and 2024, with expenditure exceeding pre-pandemic levels by 2024. 

Research conducted by the World Travel & Tourism Council suggests that if the current 
recovery rate continues, the US could experience year-over-year growth of 28.4%. This would 
bring the sector’s total contribution to the US economy beyond pre-pandemic levels. 

The combination of pent-up spending on consumer goods and services leading to inflation, 
combined with supply chain disruptions will lead to higher costs for tourism goods and services 
into 2022 and possibly 2023.  



 

Travel trade and airline update 

While new ticket sales are rising, demand for corporate and long-haul international air travel 
continues to lag. The average cost of airfares remains below 2019 levels. 

This coming summer, Air Canada will launch four new US routes and restore service to 41 
routes that were previously flown or had been announced. This will bring their North American 
capacity back to 90% of the pre-pandemic level. 

The luxury cruise market for Alaska and Europe is strong, with bookings made far in advance by 
travellers who agree to COVID protocols such as vaccinations. The broader cruise market has 
contracted due to lack of vaccination among potential travellers. 

Due to constantly changing requirements, more people are using travel advisors to book. 

Travel advisors say that suppliers need to be more flexible with policies such as cancellations, 
postponements, deposits and payments. Many travellers are concerned about getting stuck in a 
destination due to COVID.  

Travel recovery trends that are relevant to our destination 

During the pandemic, Americans amassed $4 trillion in personal savings, albeit highly 
concentrated among the wealthy population. They are looking to spend big on luxury, once-in-a-
lifetime and “bucket list” trips. Younger travellers are looking for immersive adventures. 

The US Tour Operator Association’s annual survey revealed travellers are gravitating towards 
locations with wide-open spaces. National Parks were the top domestic destination for 2022, 
with Alaska following in second and Hawaii third. Small group tours are the most popular travel 
product for 2022, with FIT second, followed by private groups, classic group tours (25+ 
passengers), river cruising, small ship cruising and with ocean cruising completing the list. 

Destination Canada estimates the potential market of American High Value Travellers at 12.7 
million with a focus on California, Texas, Florida and New York/New Jersey. Potential visitors to 
Canada are seeking safety and outdoor experiences while key travel barriers are health risks and 
cost. 

Key activities of interest to US travellers are trying local food and drink, hiking or walking in 
nature, natural attractions like waterfalls and mountains and viewing wildlife or marine life. Just 



under half (47%) of visitors are interested in Northern Lights viewing. This presents an exciting 
new opportunity for the Yukon as one of Canada’s aurora destination leaders. 

Sustainable travel is not a key consideration in choosing a destination. However, once further 
along in their trip planning, it becomes a means to affirm their destination or product choice. 

Competition for the US traveller is fierce. There is little differentiation in the minds of travellers 
between Canada and US domestic destinations. Google search data shows that Canada faces a 
significant market share battle against those domestic destinations. With Brand USA and state 
funded stimulus spending expected to be high in 2022, Canadian destinations will need to 
differentiate with impactful storytelling around distinct, iconic experiences.  

 

Sources: 

https://www.thebalance.com/us-economic-outlook-3305669 

https://www.businessinsider.com/inflation-outlook-supply-chain-consumer-spending-price-growth-economic-

forecast-2022-2?op=1 

https://www.travelagewest.com/Industry-Insight/Opinion/travel-spring-summer-

2022?utm_source=NTGbox&utm_medium=web&utm_campaign=widget 

https://www.travelpress.com/u-s-travellers-spending-more-on-travel/ 

https://www.travelpress.com/travellers-looking-to-the-future/ 

https://wttc.org/News-Article/US-Travel-Tourism-Rebounds-in-2021-May-Surpass-Pre-Pandemic-Levels-in-

2022 

https://www.travelweekly.com/Cruise-Travel/Cruise-sales-rise-as-cases-fall-but-uncertainty-for-22-persists 

https://www.travelweekly.com/Travel-News/Airline-News/Air-Canada-launching-and-restoring-US-service 

https://www.airlines.org/dataset/impact-of-covid19-data-updates/ 

https://ustoa.com/press-releases/annual-survey-results-2022 

https://www.travelagewest.com/Industry-Insight/Business-Features/covid-stuck-

abroad?utm_source=NTGbox&utm_medium=web&utm_campaign=widget 

Destination Canada Global Tourism Watch 
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Mexico 

Economic and political status 

Growth in the Mexican economy is forecast to soften in line with a slower US economy. Chip 
shortages are likely to impact car manufacturing for at least the early part of the year. There is 
currently an uncertain business environment impacting investment in Mexico due to the 
President’s energy reform proposal and attempts to remove some political checks and balances. 
The economy is expected to expand by 2.6% in 2022 lowering to 2.3% in 2023. 

Inflation is likely to continue due to the rising cost of raw materials and energy. The 
unemployment rate is currently around 3.7%. 

General travel sentiment and outbound travel 

The vast majority of Canada’s potential Mexican travel market have already been vaccinated 
against COVID and have started travelling abroad again. There is high demand for international 
leisure travel and cost is not a barrier. 

Destination Canada research shows that Mexican High Value Travellers (HVTs) are looking for 
outstanding experiences. These are experiences they get to try first, that are unique to the 
destination and those offered at favourite destinations they’re keen to rediscover. They’re 
looking for wide open spaces where they can relax and reconnect with nature, as well as cultural 
and gastronomic experiences. 

The Mexican market for Canada is projected to recover to its 2019 level by late 2025 or early 
2026. Mexicans had one of the highest rates of eTA applications in 2021 which suggests there 
is strong pent-up demand. However, vaccination types may be limiting the pace of recovery.  
Mexican travel to the Yukon was nearly at pre-pandemic levels in 2022.    

Travel trade and airline update 

The Aeromexico group saw a 37.2% year-on-year increase in passenger numbers in February of 
this year, with international passenger numbers up 135.9%. 

Destination Canada reports that Key Trade Accounts anticipate travel to Canada will rebound 
quickly now that borders are open. Strong bookings are expected mainly in summer and winter, 
with a peak during the Easter period. 



COVID has meant that the Mexican travel industry has had to digitise and adopt new 
technologies. Most tour operators and travel agencies are, however, still in the initial phase of 
the transition and don’t yet have the ability to capitalize on data analytics to understand 
consumer behaviours. 

Travel recovery trends that are relevant to our destination 

Destination Canada estimates the size of the Mexican HVT market at 203,864. This market sees 
the most even dispersion of pleasure trips across seasons when compared with other key source 
markets. 

Mexicans are motivated to visit Canada by outdoor experiences of interest, safety and cultural 
experiences. The key barrier to travel are health risks. 

Activities of interest to visitors are fine dining and visiting historical and heritage sites. More than 
half (54%) are interested in seeing the Northern Lights. Cultural activities like art galleries and 
museums, as well as natural attractions are also of interest. 

Their top drivers for travel are that the destination is a place that inspires them and where they 
can form lifelong memories. 

Mexican travellers have become more conscious of sustainable travel, although at this stage it 
isn’t a decisive factor in destination choice. Sustainability is something that could be leveraged 
by the Yukon to be positioned as an aspirational destination for those who want to travel more 
consciously. 

The majority of travellers are likely to use a travel agent to help research or book a trip to 
Canada. This means working with tour operators in the market is key to reaching these 
travellers. 
 
Sources: 
https://www.focus-economics.com/country-indicator/mexico/unemployment 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/aeromexico-reports-february-2022-traffic-133000165.html 
Destination Canada Global Tourism Watch 
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German-Speaking Europe (Germany, 
Switzerland, Austria)  

Economic and political status 

The German economy is expected to grow at 4.2% in 2022 and 3.2% in 2023. Inflation hit its 
highest level in 29 years in November (5.2%) due to soaring energy costs and supply 
bottlenecks. It is forecast to be at 3.6% by the end of this year. Production supply problems 
should be resolved by the end of 2022. Unemployment is down to 5% in February – the fifth 
consecutive monthly drop. 

Germany has a new chancellor with the centre-left Social Democrat Olaf Scholz replacing 
Angela Merkel. He heads a coalition government with the Green Party and the Free Democrats. 

The Swiss economy is expected to see higher than average growth in 2022 at 3%. The labour 
market has fully recovered from the pandemic with many businesses now having difficulty 
finding skilled workers. The unemployment rate should decline over the next two years from 
2.4% in 2022 to 2.3% in 2023. 

The Austrian economy is recovering at a faster rate than expected, with GDP forecast to grow 
by 4.2% in 2022. Inflation has risen strongly in recent months and the annual average rate 
forecast in 2022 has been raised to 2.8%. Unemployment should fall to 7.1% this year. 

General travel sentiment and outbound travel.  

Industry experts say the German desire to travel is high – 61% compared to 51% last year. 
Additionally, the barriers to travel of time and money are less relevant than they have been since 
2013. Despite these positive signs however, demand is not expected to return to its pre-
pandemic level until 2023. Both leisure and business travel should recover at a faster rate than 
the European average. 

Currently around 11% have already booked a trip. The uncertainty of changing regulations is 
causing a “wait and see” attitude. Few trips will be planned well in advance this year, with more 
being last-minute or spontaneous trips. However, tour operators in GSE report strong bookings 
to North American destinations. 

The needs of travellers changed during the pandemic. Travel is likely to become more 
sustainable and individual. Luxury products are becoming more and more popular. Even though 
tour operators to North America have not reached 2019 passenger figures, they report that 



higher revenues are making up for that. Many GSE inhabitants are also travelling in their own 
country or in other European destinations. Another key trend is exploring less well-known 
destinations.  

Spending time in nature, as well as sun destinations within Europe is currently popular. The 
majority of Germans plan to slow down – a recent Booking.com survey showed most travellers 
believe vacations help their mental and emotional well-being more than other forms of self-care. 

Travel trade and airline update 

In July 2021, the European Union presented plans to enact stricter rules on CO2 emissions in the 
aviation industry and the use of synthetic fuel blends, as well as the implementation of a 
kerosene tax. An alliance of airlines and airports have called for changes, arguing the legislation 
will make them less competitive with non-European carriers. 

Airlines are evaluating the situation in the Ukraine and the potential impacts of higher fuel 
prices. Detours away from affected air space are already in place. 

Austrian Airlines will be reactivating its entire fleet during the coming summer, reflecting the 
increased demand. 

Lufthansa reports a noticeable surge in booking demand for the Easter vacation period. In 
February they had their most successful booking week of the past two years, with a four-fold 
increase in bookings compared to the same week in 2021. 

Key trade partners say that 2022 sales to Canada are increasing towards, or on a par with, 2019 
levels. An Amadeus Survey carried out in Germany in October 2021 shows 81% of Germans 
want to travel internationally in 2022. While trade partners expect a solid booking period from 
January – March 2022, they caution that demand for long haul travel overall will be lower due to 
the shift towards European and domestic destinations. 

The cloud that has hung over Condor since the Thomas Cook bankruptcy has disappeared since 
the takeover by its new European owners. Condor will receive the first two of 16 brand new 
Airbus A330-900neos this year, enabling them to bring their aircraft fleet up to date. Condor is 
already flying two leased Airbus 330s. The dispute with Lufthansa over European feeder flights 
has also been resolved after the European Court of Justice and the German Competition Center 
prohibited Lufthansa from refusing these feeder flights to Condor. Condor is also targeting the 
Swiss market by offering flights ex Switzerland to North American destinations.  The shift in 
flight day for the Yukon as a result of German competition court rulings has not dampened sales 
on the Frankfurt to Whitehorse route, although Omicron did result in lower than normal sales for 



the first 2 flights of the season.  Condor booked those passengers through to the Yukon via Air 
North.  Condor is nonetheless reporting strong sales on the remaining flights during its 21st 
season in the Yukon.   

Travel recovery trends that are relevant to our destination 

Sustainable tourism is a key trend, with travellers increasingly making sure their ecological 
footprint is as small as possible, even on vacation. Examples include opting for domestic rather 
than long-haul trips, choice of transport, ecological accommodation and environmentally-friendly 
leisure activities. Once in a destination they are likely to avoid plastic, shop at local markets and 
support local activities. 

Destination Canada research shows an increased demand for vacation homes and RV’s. Longer 
trips are also gaining popularity. The German market is typified by travelling with purpose – self-
actualization, meaningful encounters and sustainability are increasingly important. 

Destination Canada estimates the German High Value Traveller market at 3.39 Million. Seeing a 
great deal or a trip itinerary for a safe destination are key drivers in their choice to visit Canada. 
The main barriers are cost and health risks. German HVG’s are most interested in nature-based 
activities and three-quarters are likely to use a travel agent to help research or book a trip to 
Canada. 
 
Sources: 
https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/business/switzerland-s-economic-outlook-for-2022--what-lies-ahead/47213546 
https://www.ihs.ac.at/fileadmin/public/2016_Files/Documents/2021/Winter-Prognose/ihs-forecast-short-version-
december-2021-upswing-inflation-corona-risks.pdf 
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/travel-logistics-and-infrastructure/our-insights/perspectives-on-travel-
recovery-germany 
https://www.tourism-review.com/travel-in-2022-characterized-by-sustainability-and-flexibility-news12374 
https://skift.com/2022/01/24/european-airlines-say-eu-climate-plan-will-harm-competitiveness/ 
https://centreforaviation.com/news 
https://www.aviation24.be/airlines/lufthansa-group/lufthansa/lufthansa-offers-more-than-50-additional-flights-from-
and-to-frankfurt-and-munich-due-to-strong-demand-for-travel-during-easter-vacation/ 
Destination Canada Global Tourism Watch 
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United Kingdom 

Economic and political status update 

In November 2021, UK economic activity was back to its pre-pandemic level. While the spread 
of Omicron has meant less consumer spending, it is expected to reverse as the number of new 
cases falls. Robust economic growth of 4.4% is expected through 2022. 

The unemployment rate is only slightly higher than it was before the start of the pandemic. The 
current unemployment rate is 4.1%. 

Inflation is expected to rise to 7% in the spring, driven largely by higher energy prices. This will 
result in interest rate increases and pressure on consumer spending.  

General Travel Sentiment and Outbound Travel 

British travellers are intending to travel for longer and in bigger groups with family and friends, 
as well as to spend more. They’re prioritizing reliable destinations and flexible booking 
conditions (GWI/ABTA Trends survey, November 2021). 

The most recent Covid-19 Consumer Tracker report by Visit Britain, shows that the key 
obstacles for UK travellers going abroad are personal finances, risk of quarantine and 
government restrictions on travel. One of the main deterrents to international travel has been the 
risk of possible quarantine on return, however this restriction has now been lifted and travellers 
do not have to quarantine on return from international travel. 

43% of respondents are planning an international trip within the next 12 months and 20% 
report they will take more overseas trips in the next 12 months compared to the past 12 
months. This intention is highest for July to September 2022. 

G Adventures see traveller confidence growing and the flood-gates of pent up demand are 
starting to open – they recently saw their highest sales since the start of the pandemic. 

In a Frontline Findings poll of travel and tour operator staff, 41% thought international travel 
would pick up in the second quarter of this year and 39% thought it would be in the third 
quarter. Luxury and cruise bookings were increasing, reflecting the pent-up spending power and 
desire for a “trip of a lifetime”. Southern European destinations remain popular with some long-
haul regions experiencing increasing demand including the Caribbean, North America and the 
Middle East. 



Compared to pre-pandemic, bookings are being made closer to travel dates for travel through to 
June 2022. 

There is a shift away from online booking towards travel agents due to the complexity of COVID 
rules. 

Many travellers are opting for a longer vacation where they can immerse themselves in a 
destination. There is also a move towards more luxury with premium hotels and upgrades to 
create a special experience. There is a growing trend to spend savings on experiences with 
family and friends rather than material goods. 

Flexible work arrangements are also driving the trend towards longer vacations where some of 
the time they work remotely. With people less tied to their offices, multi-stop travel is also likely 
to grow in 2022. 

Another noticeable trend is people choosing to mark personal celebrations in style. People are 
keen to visit their dream destination. 

Travel trade and airline update 

Key industry personnel recently told The Times newspaper that all signs lead to a very strong 
recovery for the industry. 

One operator has reported a significant rise in interest for the USA with bookings up 80% in the 
last month – a trend they expect to continue in 2022. People are excited to return to the US after 
an 18-month travel ban – wanting to explore both iconic destinations and parts of the country 
they’ve never visited before. 

Airfare prices will potentially become an issue in coming months with prices rising dramatically. 
Capacity issues due to rebooking of holidays held over from the past two years are driving the 
price increases. 

British Airways is seeing a strong recovery underway and expects a return to profitable 
operations in the second quarter of 2022, barring any further setbacks. The easing of travel 
restrictions is boosting demand, especially the reopening of the US border. Currently, BA is 
planning for capacity at 65% of 2019 levels in the first quarter and about 85% for the full year. 

Virgin Atlantic is resuming flights to all its US destinations for the first time since the beginning 
of the pandemic. 

Air Canada will restore some of its routes to the UK and Ireland as part of its wider restart. 
Routes to be resumed are Halifax-Heathrow, from April 30; between Toronto and both 



Manchester and Edinburgh from May 30; Vancouver-Dublin from June 1 and Montreal-Dublin 
from June 2. 

WestJet will be launching a new non-stop service between Calgary and London Heathrow on 
March 26. 

Antor estimates that 9.2 million future international trips are currently booked for the first three 
quarters of 2022. Their research shows younger, less risk-averse travellers are driving the 
growth, with almost half being made by families. In the older demographic, the leading barriers 
to travel are personal finances, threat of quarantine and the hassle of testing and paperwork 
rather than fear of catching COVID. 

According to Destination Canada’s key UK trade and airline partners, 2022 sales to Canada are 
on an upward trajectory and, for many trade partners, are on par with 2019 levels.  

Travel recovery trends that are relevant to our destination 

In a recent survey by The Association of British Travel Agents (ABTA) 4.5% of respondents 
listed Canada as their long-haul destination of choice placing it in the Top Ten international 
destinations for British travellers. ABTA believes this points to two trends for 2022 – holidays of 
a lifetime and reconnecting with family and friends abroad. 

Many travellers are choosing more active travel such as walking or cycling adventures over 
cultural journeys. 

The mandatory Passenger Locator Form that British travellers have been required to complete 
before arrival back into the UK, is likely to be abolished by Easter 2022. The Telegraph called 
this the ‘death of COVID red tape on our holidays’. 

In a recent survey, 94% of travellers said they view travel as important to their mental and 
physical health and 58% said they need a holiday to help alleviate pandemic-related stress of 
burnout from work. 

The “always on” digital exposure has led to 53% of travellers wanting to take time out from their 
devices and social media during their next trip. Consequently, remote destinations, big hiking 
trips and less-connected destinations where people can reconnect with nature are proving 
popular. 

Destination Canada research shows that potential travellers to Canada are looking for 
destinations that offer a sense of space and rejuvenation. They want a chance to travel 
differently, stay longer in destinations and act responsibly over travelling more casually. They 
estimate the UK High Value Traveller market size at 2.69 million.  



Sources: 

https://www.visitbritain.org/sites/default/files/vb-corporate/covid-19_consumer_tracker_report_wave_43_final.pdf 
https://travelweekly.co.uk/news/tour-operators/agents-and-operators-report-delayed-peak-booking-season 
https://travelweekly.co.uk/news/air/more-travellers-seeking-expert-advice-rather-than-booking-online-g-adventures-
reports 
https://www.abta.com/news/further-positive-moves-international-travel 
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/travel/holiday-types/advice/travel-in-2022-what-trends-are-the-experts-seeing 
https://travelweekly.co.uk/news/air/travel-agents-flight-prices-increase 
https://travelweekly.co.uk/news/air/iag-expects-strong-recovery-and-return-to-profit-in-2022 
https://travelweekly.co.uk/news/air/virgin-atlantic-reinstates-full-us-network-for-first-time-since-covid 
https://travelweekly.co.uk/news/air/air-canada-to-restore-uk-and-ireland-routes 
https://abtamag.com/2022/02/28/overseas-bookings-highest-in-february-since-pandemic/ 
https://abtamag.com/2022/01/07/abta-reveals-most-popular-destinations-for-2022/ 
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/advice/finally-death-covid-red-tape-holidays-vaccinated/ 
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France 

Economic and political status 

The French economy is expected to expand at a slower pace in 2022 with growth being largely 
sustained by household spending. GDP is forecast to be 3.8% in 2022 and 2.2% in 2023. The 
rate of inflation in February was 3.6% - the highest level since 2008 – largely driven by rising 
energy costs. Conversely, unemployment, at 7.4%, is at its lowest level since 2008. 

France will be holding a Presidential election in April with polling currently showing that 
Emmanuel Macron will be re-elected. 

General travel sentiment and outbound travel 

The World Travel & Tourism Council predicts the French tourism sector will bounce back 
strongly in 2022. As long as restrictions continue to be lifted it may even surpass pre-pandemic 
levels. Potential headwinds for the French market are inflation and rising fuel costs which will 
lead to higher cost of travel to long-haul destinations. 

Due to stress around COVID regulations and changes, long-haul travel is forecast to be below 
2019 levels. French travellers are looking for clear communication on COVID sanitary measures. 
Destination Canada expects a shift towards short-haul staycations and intra-European travel 
resulting in less demand for long-haul travel. 

Eventually, increased savings due to COVID lockdowns are predicted to fuel demand for 
international travel, especially spending more and/or staying longer. 

European Traveler Intelligence Monitor (ETIM) has identified three key emerging trends – the 
need for flexibility, a desire for nature and a preference for autonomy. French travellers will also 
rely more on tourism professionals to manage more complex logistics. 

 

 

Travel trade and airline update 



The European Tourism Commission reports that flights departing France were only 18.7% lower 
in December 2021 than December 2019, making it one of the better performing key European 
markets. 

Air Canada recommenced its Toronto-Paris route on 2 March. Other routes will roll out 
progressively over the coming summer. 

This summer, Air France capacity to and from Canada will be 25% higher than before the 
pandemic, making it the leading European carrier in terms of capacity between Europe and 
Canada. 

Travel recovery trends that are relevant to our destination 

Post-pandemic, French travellers are more aware of the necessity of protecting the environment 
which may result in them travelling less often but staying longer in a destination. In addition to 
destinations that offer wide-open spaces, they are also looking for security and flexible booking 
conditions. 

Destination Canada estimates the market size for French High Value Guests is 2.12 Million. Their 
top motivations for visiting Canada are that it’s on their “bucket list” and that it offers outdoor, 
eco-friendly experiences. The key barriers to travel are cost, health risks and safety concerns. 

The pandemic has heightened the importance of connection with family and friends, so visiting 
loved ones will become a key trip driver. Recommendations from friends and family will also 
become even more important in choosing a destination. Research also shows that High Value 
Travellers increasingly want to contribute to communities and buy local goods when they travel. 

The French are eager to find a “place with space” and are looking to travel away from the 
crowds in off-the-beaten-path destinations. They’re also open to off-season travel. The top 
activity for French visitors in Canada is hiking or walking in nature (62%) and nearly three-
quarters of potential travellers are likely to use a travel agent. 

French travellers are also looking for more flexibility. 71% of them would choose to “go with the 
flow” rather than following a rigid itinerary. They are open to unexpected situations as long as 
they don’t increase the price of their trip.  

A 2021 survey conducted by Worldia found that the French are seeking unusual experiences, 
nature and immersion in the destination. 85% wanted to be in contact with nature while 72% 
expressed a desire to have unusual experiences in less well-known tourist areas. They were also 
interested in meeting local people and discovering different cultures. 



Other broad trends being seen in the market include eco-friendly travel, slow travel, local and 
unique experiences, wellness, local concierge for 24 hour assistance and à la carte customised 
trips.   
 
 
Sources:  
https://www.thelocal.fr/20220225/can-tourism-in-france-surpass-pre-pandemic-levels-this-year/ 
European Tourism Commission Q4 2021 Report 
https://industry.travelsouthusa.com/sites/default/files/FranceLandscape.pdf 
Destination Canada Global Tourism Watch 
https://www.lechotouristique.com/article/voyages-quelles-seront-les-grandes-tendances-de-2022 
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Benelux (Netherlands,Belgium,Luxembourg) 

Economic and political status 

After experiencing its fastest economic growth since 1998 last year, the Dutch economy is 
forecast to grow by 3.3% in 2022 with inflation at 3.5%. 

The Dutch government lifted most COVID restrictions at the end of February.  

General travel sentiment and outbound travel 

Research conducted by Dynata and Transavia shows that Dutch travellers are very keen to 
travel, experiencing a “travel hunger”. Travelling overseas is once again higher on their bucket 
list than visiting restaurants and bars. 41% of those surveyed said they intend to catch up on all 
their missed travels. 

The impact of the pandemic on international and domestic tourism in the Netherlands has wiped 
out a decade’s worth of growth in the sector. The overall share of tourism in the Dutch economy 
almost halved from 4.4% to 2.4% of GDP. 

Like many markets, the Dutch are booking closer to departure due to changing regulations. 
Other factors impacting bookings are the COVID safety of a destination, cancellation and refund 
policies, flexibility of booking conditions, being able to book at short notice and safety and 
hygiene. 

In 2020, Tourisme Veluwe Arnhem Nijmegen published an analysis exploring which Dutch 
travellers would continue to travel despite COVID. Their research concluded that those travellers 
to whom the core value of safety was least important would be the first to travel once 
restrictions were lifted. This group – covering almost 50% of the population – encompasses 
three main lifestyle types – adventure seekers, pleasure seekers and style seekers. 

Adventure seekers (11%), looking for authentic travel experiences, nature-based activities and 
personal development are the most likely to start travelling first. Pleasure seekers (19%) want to 
travel with friends or family and like fun, adventurous holidays. Style seekers (17%) want to 
completely unwind on vacation and treat themselves with luxury and comfort.  

Travel trade and airline update 



The Schiphol group of airports – Schiphol, Rotterdam, The Hague and Eindhoven – saw 29 
million passengers pass through in 2021. While more than 2020, it is still well below the 2019 
level of 80.5 million. The company expects passenger numbers will only return to pre-pandemic 
levels in 2024. 

Air France-KLM suffered a 3.3 billion Euro loss in 2021, however the loss is quickly declining. 
Passenger loads in 2021 were just under half the 2019 level. 

The Dutch government set up a voucher fund which travel companies could access to refund 
passengers for trips cancelled due to COVID. The loan has to be repaid to the government, but it 
has helped keep most tour operators solvent during the crisis. 

A large number of Dutch travel agents have used the pandemic to further their education. Data 
from the job and education platforms Reiswerk, Travel College and TravEcademy shows the 
number of users and learning activity has tripled since March 2020.  

Travel recovery trends that are relevant to our destination 

The Dutch are seeking authentic travel experiences and are looking for platforms, 
accommodations and activities that allow them to be in contact with locals during their trip. They 
want to hike and bike with locals, or get a city tour from a local. They want an in-depth 
experience of the destination including local culture. 

They’re also looking for unique accommodations and prefer places in nature such as a tree 
house or home-stay so they can add to their travel story – something that is extremely important 
to them. 

Guided hiking or biking tours are becoming more popular with 1.5 million (9% of the Dutch 
population) having been on a specialized biking holiday. 

Sustainable travel is more important now with 61% of travellers saying they want to protect the 
environment and not add to over-tourism. 36% say they would travel to a less well-known 
destination that still has similar features (such as nature and cultural attractions) if that means it 
is less crowded and better for the environment. 

With a focus on safety, health and hygiene, social distancing and privacy are important general 
trends. This means off the beaten path trips along with unique and remote destinations hold 
high appeal. 



In terms of marketing, video content is the fastest growing advertising media. Travellers trust 
user-generated content over corporate content. 

Sources: 
https://nltimes.nl/2022/02/15/dutch-economy-saw-strongest-growth-two-decades 
https://www.dutchnews.nl/news/2021/08/coronavirus-pandemic-wipes-out-a-decade-of-growth-in-tourism/ 
https://nltimes.nl/2022/02/20/schiphol-group-posts-eu287-million-loss-2021-says-slow-covid-recovery-underway 
https://nltimes.nl/2022/02/17/air-france-klm-suffers-eu33-billion-loss-recovery-happening 
https://industry.travelsouthusa.com/sites/default/files/Netherlands%20Landscape%20Report.pdf 
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Australia 

Economic and political status 

The Australian economy remains resilient and spending is picking up following Omicron. GDP 
growth in 2022 is forecast to be 3.9%. Inflation will likely rise to 3.35% during the year before 
declining to 2.75% over 2023, although this is dependent upon resolution of supply chain issues 
and developments in the global energy markets. Unemployment is at a 14 year low of 4.2%. 

Australia’s international border reopened to all travel on 21 Feb, 2022 – for the first time in 702 
days.  

General travel sentiment and outbound travel 

A recent study by Newscorp identified a number of travel trends emerging in the first half of 
2022: 

With the opening of the international border, confidence in international travel is returning. 49% 
of respondents said they are confident in booking overseas travel. Over the next two years, 
Australians intend to take an average of nine holidays – four within their home state, three 
interstate and two internationally. 24% are planning and booking for two holidays and 21% are 
organizing three or more trips. The complexity of COVID regulations means just under half are 
seeking help from a travel advisor. 

Travellers are also keen to cram as many experiences as possible into one trip – known as 
“experience-stacking”. Pent up demand is driving the concept of the “mega-trip” with 48% 
viewing travel as the opportunity for once-in-a-lifetime experiences. 54% say it's about having 
as many experiences as possible. On their international trips, the most sought after experiences 
are sightseeing, spending time with loved ones, cultural attractions and events and shopping. 

The pandemic has meant many missed celebrations of life events and limited time with family 
and friends. As a result, Australians view travel as an opportunity to reconnect with loved ones. 
One in three travellers intend to take more multi-generational family holidays – a trend being 
driven by millennials. 

Many travellers are also seeking experiences outside their comfort zone – thrill seeking 
adventures, physically or mentally challenging activities and immersing themselves in new 
cultures and communities. 40% place a high importance on learning and growing through their 
travels. These people are more likely to choose adventure and active experiences, festivals and 



sporting events. When it comes to destination choice, 41% said they were more likely to choose 
somewhere they have never visited before. 

Currently, the lowest price is not a deciding factor in holiday choice – safety, connection and 
getting away from stress are considered more important. When selecting a travel company, 
Australians are looking for value, reliability, flexibility and customer service.  

Travel trade and airline update 

Air Canada relaunched its Vancouver-Sydney route in December, with 4 flights per week. This 
will go to 4 flights per week in April and then daily in May. The Brisbane service will resume on 3 
July with 4 flights per week and the Melbourne service will return in 2023. Qantas also launched 
a new Sydney to Vancouver service in December operating 3 flights per week. They have 
committed to operate this for 12 months but they are very pleased with existing bookings so 
there is hope that this will be extended beyond the initial 12 months. 

Qantas, which reported a $1.28 billion loss for the last six months of 2021, expects a strong 
recovery post-pandemic. The Qantas network was so badly affected in the last half of 2021 that 
it reached only 18% of pre-pandemic levels. With the reopening of internal and external borders, 
the outlook is significantly more positive for 2022. By the third quarter they anticipate they will 
be running 22% of pre-COVID international capacity, rising to 44% by the end of the year. 

G Adventures founder Bruce Poon Tip says that Australian outbound booking trends appear to 
be tracking toward pre-pandemic patterns. He says Australians are ready to go anywhere and a 
number of non-traditional destinations are among top choices. 

Australians still have $6 billion in unused travel credits, with tour operators and travel agents 
trying to process the credits with little cash flow in the system yet. Prior to the pandemic 70% of 
all international bookings were made through travel agents and more than 52% of new 
bookings are reusing credits from pandemic affected travel.  

Travel recovery trends that are relevant to our destination 

Destination Canada data finds that Australian High Value Travellers (HVT’s) are very resilient 
and ready to re-embrace travel and epic adventures. Key trade account wholesalers and agents 
indicate customers are willing to spend a lot on longer trips to memorable destinations. 

They are looking to spend time in places that matter and to use travel as a force for good by 
supporting local businesses, connecting with and supporting Indigenous tourism and seeking 
sustainable travel experiences. They also seek regeneration and personal transformation, with 



soft adventure, wellness experiences, road trips and agri-tourism being popular itinerary 
inclusions. 

Australian travellers also appreciate destinations that are mindful of climate change issues and 
are drawn to Canada for its vigorous wildlife conservation and environmental sustainability 
practices. They want to support tourism experiences that include local education. 

Destination Canada estimates the HGT market size to be 1 million. The top travel motivators to 
visit Canada are travel activities and safety, while key barriers are health risks and distance. 
Activities of most interest are hiking/walking in nature, natural attractions and local cuisines. 
Being a great place to see wildlife is the top driver for a Canadian vacation, followed by safety. 
Four out of five travellers would use a travel agent to help research or book a trip to Canada.  

Sources: 
https://www.rba.gov.au/media-releases/2022/mr-22-05.html 
https://www.newscorpaustralia.com/news-corp-australia-releases-consumer-travel-trend-forecast-january-to-june-
2022/ 
Destination Canada Global Tourism Watch 
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Japan 

Economic and political status 

The Japanese economic outlook was recently downgraded, reflecting a weakness in private 
consumption and a resurgence of COVID. Although infections are slowing, 18 of Japan’s 47 
prefectures remain under a quasi-emergency designation, including Tokyo and Osaka. 

The economic outlook has become more uncertain for Japan due to the Russia-Ukraine crisis and 
soaring energy and raw material prices, which are aggravated by a weaker yen. 

GDP growth in 2022 is forecast to be 2.8% in 2022 and 1.6% in 2023. Inflation is expected to 
reach 0.8% by the end of the first quarter and trend around 1% in 2023. The unemployment 
rate is currently around 2.8%. 

After elections in October 2021, the ruling Liberal Democratic Party won an outright majority. 
This will allow prime minister Kishida Fumio to focus on economic recovery.  

General travel sentiment and outbound travel 

Japan currently maintains the tightest border controls of any developed country, although they 
have recently increased some arrival quotas. The Japanese government has implemented a 
system called “Priority Preventive Measures” to prevent the spread of COVID from prefecture to 
prefecture. As of March 3, returnees and entrants from Canada will no longer be required to wait 
in quarantine accommodation. Those with a third booster shot will not be required to self-
isolate. Those who have not received the third booster will need to self-isolate for 7 days which 
will be waived if they show a negative test after 3 days. They will be allowed to use public 
transportation even during the waiting period, to travel to their homes or hotels within 24 hours 
after their entry into Japan. Canada is one of only 13 countries that no longer have self-isolation 
periods (the US is not included). 

There were 75,000 outbound travellers in January 2022 (Japan National Tourism Organization) 
which marked the most Japanese departures in a month since the start of the pandemic. It was 
up 50% over a year ago but still 94.8% lower than 2020. 

The total amount of Japanese travel consumption in 2021 was down 8.5% year over year and 
58.4% less than 2019. 



According to JTB research, the profile of Japanese long-haul travellers will change significantly 
post-pandemic. There is significant pent up demand for international travel and small groups or 
FIT are expected to be the first travel segment to move forward with travel plans. 

Japanese visitor numbers to Canada were declining prior to the pandemic and uncertainties 
around COVID could delay a return to 2019 levels beyond 2026.  

Travel trade and airline update 

Air Canada will be resuming a summer flight schedule to Japan: daily service from Tokyo Narita 
to Vancouver starting late March; daily service from Tokyo Narita to Toronto starting late April; 2 
or 3 flights per week from Tokyo Narita to Montreal starting in June. 

Sales of international travel were up nearly 34% in 2021, although this is down 96.4% from 
2019. Among 45 travel companies, JTB Group sales were down 40.8% over 2019, HIS were 
down 89.4% and KNT were down 53.6%. 

Japanese consumers have adapted to online research and shopping. As a result, tour operators 
are now utilizing digital platforms for content distribution and consultation. 

JATA’s Chairman Takahashi says that the pandemic, while devastating for the tourism sector, 
was an opportunity for the industry to think about new forms of tourism and the future of the 
travel market. With the growth of remote working and social distancing, new forms of travel 
such as “Workation”, “Farm Stays” and “Glamping” have come to the fore. The industry is also 
reconsidering how sustainable travel can contribute to global Sustainable Development Goals. 

Travel distribution channels are moving towards quality product suppliers and more online 
platforms. In order to adapt to these changes, Japanese tour operators have been forced to 
change their business models and undergo a digital transformation.   

Travel recovery trends that are relevant to our destination 

Japanese visitors see Canada as an ideal destination – with its wide open spaces, nature and a 
focus on well-being and rejuvenation. They also see Canada as clean, safe and inclusive and as 
having managed the COVID situation well. 

Destinations that ensure strong health and safety measures as well as a welcoming environment 
are attractive to Japanese travellers. Additionally, with sustainability becoming a key focus of 
both the Government of Japan and the Japanese public, responsible travel has become 
increasingly important. Adopting business practices to meet the consumer’s growing attention 



to sustainability is critical.Japanese travellers now prefer to travel in smaller groups with 
passion-based itineraries. 

Destination Canada estimates the market size of Japanese High Value Travellers at 1.42 million. 
They are motivated to visit Canada by culinary experiences, travel activities and a great trip 
itinerary. The top barriers to travel are health risks and distance. 

Activities of interest to potential travellers are hiking/walking in nature, trying local cuisines and 
nature based activities. Long-haul travellers are seeking a place that inspires. Three-quarters of 
travellers are likely to use a travel agent to help research or book a trip to Canada.  
Sources: 
https://english.kyodonews.net/news/2022/02/bcdd3cf2e2de-breaking-news-japan-downgrades-feb-economic-
outlook-amid-omicron.html 
https://money.usnews.com/investing/news/articles/2022-02-27/japans-q1-growth-forecast-slashed-on-omicron-hit-
to-consumption-reuters-poll 
https://www.focus-economics.com/countries/japan 
https://country.eiu.com/japan 
https://www.travelvoice.jp/english/more-than-70-000-japanese-travelers-departed-overseas-in-january-2022-the-
most-since-the-pandemic-happened 
https://www.travelvoice.jp/english/japanese-travel-consumption-was-down-58-to-9-trillion-jpy-in-2021-compared-
to-pre-pandemic-2019 
https://www.travelvoice.jp/english/his-doubled-its-annual-deficit-to-the-worst-50-billion-jpy-for-fy2021-expecting-
overseas-travel-demand-recovery-next-summer 
https://www.travelvoice.jp/english/45-major-travel-companies-of-japan-recovered-sales-in-total-to-nearly-50-of-
the-2019-level-in-december-2021 
https://eturbonews.com/3016102/how-does-japan-expect-tourism-to-develop-in-2022/ 
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https://www.anzen.mofa.go.jp/info/pcwideareaspecificinfo_2022C022.html 
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China    

Economic and political status 

In 2021 China faced major economic disruptions in 2021 due to the on-going China-U.S. trade 
war, COVID-19 restrictions and power shortages. Over the coming year, there are a number of 
new issues likely to rise to the forefront including a real estate downturn and inflation, as well as 
the Chinese government’s aim to bring about common prosperity. 

GDP in 2022 is expected to be 5.1%, expanding to 5.2% in 2023. 

Economic risks are likely to be tightly controlled due to the upcoming 20th Party Congress in the 
second half of the year, as Xi Jinping is widely expected to tighten his grip on power. 

One top Chinese scientist recently said that China could move away from its COVID-zero 
strategy “in the near future” in a possible sign that the Chinese leadership is rethinking its strict 
approach.  

General travel sentiment and outbound travel 

There is considerable uncertainty about when Chinese travellers will be able to resume 
outbound travel. China’s current COVID-zero policy and strict quarantine regulations will limit 
travel demand for at least the first quarter of 2022. Additionally, inflation and supply chain 
disruptions further blur recovery prospects in the short and medium terms. 

The Civil Aviation Administration of China stated in their recent five-year plan that international 
flights will gradually resume between 2023 and 2025. However, there are rumours that China 
could start a slow reopening as early as summer 2022. 

ForwardKeys, which tracks traveller trends, expects the recovery of the outbound Chinese travel 
market to be swift due to the great desire to travel. The focus has shifted away from group tours 
to more personalised experiences. 

Following the Winter Olympics in Beijing this year, there is strong growth in interest for snow 
destinations within China. When outbound travel resumes, it's likely there will be more 
customised trips to famous winter destinations worldwide. 

There were fewer outbound travellers in 2021 than in 2000 – down to 8.5 million travellers from 
10 million in 2020 and less than 5% of 2019 numbers.   



Travel trade and airline update 

Despite some early optimism that the Chinese domestic market would fully recover during 2021, 
the pandemic took a heavy financial toll on Air China, China Eastern Airlines and China Southern 
Airlines last year. With China not expected to reopen to international travel in any significant 
way until at least 2023, airlines will remain focused on the domestic market for another year. 
However, this may change as the situation remains fluid – there are some indications that the 
international flight situation could be changed from the third quarter of 2022. 

There is an accelerating trend towards purchasing products and booking travel online. Online 
Travel Agencies are developing deeper consumer insights and stronger capabilities to analyse 
consumer data.   

Travel recovery trends that are relevant to our destination 

Chinese travellers are increasingly looking for relaxing, cultural and outdoor experiences in 
Canada. There is also growing interest in sustainable travel and travelling with purpose. 

The Chinese government has recently made changes in family policies and education aimed at 
slowing the aging population trend. These changes, along with COVID safety concerns, may 
increase preference for family travel in coming years. 

Destination Canada estimates the Chinese High Value Traveller market at 2.36 million. The top 
motivators for a visit to Canada are an opportunity to relax and a safe place to visit with key 
barriers being health risks and safety concerns. 

The preferred activities while visiting Canada are trying local cuisine and exploring natural 
attractions. Chinese travellers see Canada as a place to form lifelong memories and a place to 
spend quality time with loved ones and to de-stress. 

The majority of Chinese travellers are likely to use a travel agent to help research and book a trip 
to Canada.  

Sources: 
https://thediplomat.com/2022/01/chinas-core-economic-issues-in-2022/ 
https://www.focus-economics.com/countries/china 
https://www.chinatravelnews.com/article/160008 
https://www.chinatravelnews.com/article/150618 
https://www.chinatravelnews.com/article/150088 
https://www.chinatravelnews.com/article/150307 
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